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LECT. 4 
Urban fabric



Urban Fabric

We can extend the notion of type (intended as a set of 
structures having same, transmissible characters), to urban 
fabric. In this sense the fabric could be defined as the sum 
of the processually determined characters that distinguish 
the formation of a building aggregate. In other words, the 
notion of fabric is to the aggregate, as the notion of type 
is to the building (CANIGGIA 1979). 
A fabric is thus characterized by a law recognizable, 
iterative and identifiable synchronically in a set of 
aggregates, depending on the various cultural areas, and 
diachronically in successive phases of the transformation 
process of the aggregates. The formation of the fabric is 
determined by the forms of soil properties: the fractioning 
in plots, as a system of perimeter bounded areas, through 
their shapes and sizes, “identify” the susceptibility of the 
spaces to be built.





URBAN FABRIC STRUCTURE
A fabric is basically structured in routes and building which we will 
distinguish in basic and special. Each route is characterized by its own 
pertinent strip formed by the envelope of the built lots served by the same 
route.

Via del Corso in XVIII century

problems and misunderstandings in translation
Edilizia =  Building
Edificio = Building
Proposed:   Edilizia = Building + pertinent area



Tessuti caniggia 133
Matrix route Building route Connecting route Restructuring route









MURATORI: 
PERCORSI
TESSUTI
NODI
ORGANISMI

Diads of terms opposed and 
complementary



TISSUE URBAIN

DYADES DES TERMES OPPOSÉS ET COMPLÉMENTAIRES

• PARCOURS PA
• PÔLES PO

• BÂTI DE BASE BB     (bâti que propre á la résidence d’une ou de plusiers familles)

• BÂTI SPÉCIALISÉ BS     (bâti dérivé de bâti de base pour la spécialisation)

TYPES DE TISSUS

• PA/BB TISSUE DE BASE
• PA/BS TISSUE SPÉCIALISÉ
• PO/BB        TISSU POLAIRE FORMÉ PAR BÂTI DE BASE
• PO/BS TISSU POLAIRE FORMÉ PAR BÂTI SPÉCIALISÉ



Matrix route is the original route that exists 
before the construction takes place. The notion of 
the matrix route derives from the obvious 
consideration that the first phase of structuring 
the territory is its crossing.

Building routes are chronologically successive
and hierarchically subordinate to the matrix
route. They are traced in the function of the
construction in depth.



Tridente in XVIII century



Node is the singular point of a continuum determined by the intersection of two continuums or by the “gemmation” of 
one continuum with another.
Each component of a structure, connecting with each other, determines a nodality (quality of forming a node) of 
different grades in relation to the congruence between the components and its scale.

Pole is the "sublimation" of the term "node", in general determined by the presence of more continuums, not so
intersecting, as ending or starting from a point. The distinction between node and pole depends, it should be noted, on
the reading scale. The pole (from the Latin polus, pivot) thus indicates the place of convergence or origin of the routes,
resulting in a progressive specialization of the fabric.
We can define as polarity the character of an organism to present complementary properties (attraction, orientation) in
opposite parts of the urban organism and polarization, the act of attracting and orientating in a direction.









EDILIZIA (building) The type of housing unit that is the origin of much of the forming processes of European cities¸ 
developed mostly from XIII to XIV centuries, is above all the row house, a single-family building with direct access 
from the route that has in common with the other unities two walls.





The row house building is structured on an organic form of land use that has recognizable characters. The construction takes 
place through a rectangular plot overlooking the route on the short side, as the form of the plot meets economic criteria: 
the most valuable part of the soil is in fact the part that looks out onto the street, the one on which the entrances will be
located, the shops, the facades of the houses.

From XVII to mid-XIX century (starting from the fully organic Baroque period, the in linea multifamily house (derived by the 
recasting of the row units) is increasingly used as the bearing type and will remain the main type of dwelling until the XXI 
century. 



Case a schiera a L’Isle de la Citè













RESTRUCTURING ROUTES



By connecting two poles directly when the 
fabric is already formed, the 
restructuring routes involve extensive 
demolitions by redefining the shape of 
lots along the route 

draft



Restructuring routes intervene at the end of the forming process, in mature aggregates where new poles are formed 
creating new connection requirements. These are therefore "traumatic" routes that characterize the transformation of 
modern cities, overlapping with the existing organism, considered obsolete, on the basis of a new notion of fabric.
Their study is crucial to understanding the transition to modernity in many European cities.



The reconstruction routes take on an exemplary function also in the formation of modern Rome, with the structure 
designed by Sisto V in late XVI century, centered on the main pole of Santa Maria Maggiore connected directly to 
the basilicas of Santa Maria Maggiore, Santa Croce in Gerusalemme and Trinità dei Monti Church. From the new 
urban pole the Panisperna route is also generated to connect Piazza Venezia, indicating the new urban roles. 







Operational application

1. Overall survey of the block; comparisons with the historical 
cadasters
2. Recognition of base and special building
3. Drawing of the pertinent strip
4. Recognition of the nodes and antinodes, of the poles and of 
the anti-poles in the urban fabric



FABRIC DESIGN





G. Caniggia
Quinto quarter in Genoa













La buona Terra

Samsara









• SPECIALIZATION OF URBAN FABRIC
• PASSAGES AND COMMERCIAL TISSUES





Ponte au Change en 1530   (Haussmann 64)



Ponte au Change en 1650 (Haussmann 65)



Case a schiera a L’Isle de la Citè







Passage Verdeau



«Le passage structure ainsi l’espace de l’îlot 
autour d’un axe qui unifie l’ensemble des 
constructions
nouvelles ou déjà existantes. C’est une rue qui 
pénètre l’îlot, délimitée par des facades
ordonnancées
et sur lequel se greffent des commerces et des 
logements. L’ambiguïté du statut de l’espace 
du
passage, à la fois intérieure et extérieur, lui 
permet de jouer sur deux tableaux: être à la 
fois une rue et un salon» in B.Lemoine, op. cit.
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